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Abstract. We present an implementation for multi-lingual ontology
matching that is based on two strategies, direct translation-based and
indirect. The demonstration uses three ontologies written in English,
French, and Portuguese, an extension of the OAEI benchmark test 206.

1 Introduction

Matching ontologies consists of finding corresponding entities (i.e., classes,
properties, or instances) in different ontologies (usually one source ontol-
ogy and one target ontology). However, existing matching systems are de-
signed by assuming that the entities of both source and target ontologies
are written in the same languages (English, for instance). Multi-lingual
ontology matching is an open research issue.
We have proposed an API for multi-lingual matching [3] that specifies in-
terfaces for two strategies, direct translation-based and indirect. The first
strategy considers direct match between two ontologies (i.e., without in-
termediary ontologies), with the help of external resources (translators),
while indirect alignment, proposed by [1], is based on composition of
alignments. The notion of direct translation-based alignment is a simpli-
fication of our previous work [2], which uses external resources (Word-
Net and dictionaries) to obtain the set of synonyms for each term of one
source ontology, composing the corresponding concept description in the
target language.
In this demonstration we present an implementation that implements
this API. We demonstrate how to use the tool by using as case study the
matching between ontologies written in English, French, and Portuguese,
an extension of the OAEI benchmark test 206.

2 The implementation

In direct translation-based strategy, one ontology source is translated
into one translated ontology, using a URI translation strategy of name
entities. It is an implementation for the OWLEntityURIConverterStrat-
egy of OWL-API4. We use the Google-Translator-API5 to provide the

4 http://owlapi.sourceforge.net/
5 http://code.google.com/p/google-api-translate-java



translations. Having the translated and target ontologies, they are used
as input to a matcher. We reuse the matchers available in the Alignment
API6.
For the indirect strategy, two ontologies and two alignments (previoulsy
computed) are loaded and the composition of the new alignment is per-
formed. This implementation uses a maximisation to compute composed
confidences and is restricted to equivalence relations.

3 The ontologies

The OAEI 2009 benchmark campaign7 offers one open multi-lingual test
case (Test 206), containing one alignment between one English (refer-
ence ontology) and one French ontologies. Based on this test case, we
have created a Portuguese ontology and its corresponding alignments
to French and English ontologies (reference alignments). We manually
translated the labels of each entity of the reference ontology. We use
these ontologies in the demonstration.

4 The demonstration

The demonstration will cover the following steps:

– How to translate one ontology;
– How to match two ontologies using a set of matchers (based on the

Alignment API);
– How to match two ontologies using the indirect strategy;
– How to evaluate the alignments.
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